
  



  

Technopolitical innovation 
for citizen action

Real Democracy for the 21st century

Transparency and public information: 
end of corruption and impunity



  

TECHNOPOLITICS
THE USE OF NETWORKS TO TRANSFORM REALITY

Optimal propagation processes, combining the ability to change and adapt 
with maintaining a stable identity over time.



  

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT FROM THE NET AND HOW IT CAN BE EXTRAPOLATED TO 
ALL SPACES OF STRUGGLE

The Internet is not just a tool; it is an epoch in history.
The Internet is both a tool and a battleground. 

Our main asset is surprise: the ability to do the unexpected, 
unexpectedly and in unexpected places.

   We have to do our crying elsewhere.
Who, what, how, when, where. And above all: why.

Invention and experience at a time.
No problem should ever have to be solved twice.
Attitude is no substitute for competence.

Our time is the historical time, not the psychological time. 

Herd and catalysts.
Justice and quality. 

When you have no imagination, you turn to memory.

Federated skills.
    Distributed leadership.

Participation and responsibility.
Recognition and collective intelligence.

  The importance of the fork.
Altruism is selfishness that hasn’t come out of the closet.

All that is outside of the centre will always be “more”: more representative, more numerous, bigger, freer, more 
flexible, more volatile, newer and, above all, more real.



  

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT FROM THE NET AND HOW IT CAN BE EXTRAPOLATED TO 
ALL SPACES OF STRUGGLE

Representative democracy as the dictatorship of the largest minority over the majority of minorities.
We are uncountable and un-locatable. We work with what we have.

The objective of language.

 No power means no rights. Transform our imaginary so we can subvert reality.

   A strategic attitude to our desires and our nightmares.
Survival itself means learning to see what’s ahead.

Logic is a feeling.

Without pleasure and rage, there’s no empowerment. Without empowerment there’s no rebellion. Without rebellion there’s no r-Evolution.

The “Cult of Done”.9
We shouldn’t do the things we like to do, but the things that we can win at: and we’ll end up liking it.

      Then there are ethics, implicit in our actions. It is the direction of “doing”.
  We do not teach; we share and magnify shared perceptions.

All these steps are anti-natural. They all lead us to what we truly desire.
Moralism is a state of racism and cowardliness at the same time. It is the sense of superiority of the person who does not act.

My heroes are my comrades in the fight.
Be radical, ask for the possible. 



  

Networked action as a struggle philosophy
PRACTICAL TEXTS FOR ACTION

WORKING NOTES FOR A r-EVOLUTION [2011] by Simona Levi
Our historic and strategic contribution to 15M’s construction along with 
thousands of other people. http://conservas.tk/working-notes-for-a-revolution/

NOTES FOR A r-EVOLUTION (versión 2.0)
Stage two: vices vs new tactical virtues [2012] by Simona Levi
15M as a validation of the innovations we propose. http://conservas.tk/tactics/ 

THE PATH TO THE REAL WORLDTM[2011] by Sergio Salgado
How online communication is changing offline politics.
http://www.guerrillatranslation.org/2013/09/17/the-path-to-the-realworld/



  

Xnet – Free Internet or barbarism

Xnet’s work begins in 2008 under the name of EXGAE. It is set up by 
activists and artists coming from movements defending free culture and 
the Internet, the movement for the right to housing (VdeVivienda) and 
other citizen movements.

Xnet organises and begins to work in the defence of sharing, of the free 
flow of information and of free culture, promoting a critical debate on 
copyright, copyleft and licenses. Different dispositives are frequently 
launched as anonymous devices for specific issues or campaigns.



  



  

FREE CULTURE
& INTERNET
DEFENSE



  

FREE CULTURE & INTERNET DEFENSE 

FREE CULTURE FORUM [2009-present day]
http://fcforum.net/en/
An international space for the development of proposals 
coming from civil society. It has produced various 
programmatic documents such as:

➢ Charter for Innovation, Creativity and Access to Knowledge 
http://fcforum.net/en/charter

➢ Sustainable models for creativity in the digital era 
http://fcforum.net/en/sustainable-models-for-creativity 

➢ Crowdfunding experiences in the Spanish state and Catalonia 
http://2012.fcforum.net/experiencias-crowdfunding-caracteristicas-retos-ob
staculos/
 

http://fcforum.net/en/
http://fcforum.net/en/charter
http://fcforum.net/en/sustainable-models-for-creativity
http://2012.fcforum.net/experiencias-crowdfunding-caracteristicas-retos-obstaculos/
http://2012.fcforum.net/experiencias-crowdfunding-caracteristicas-retos-obstaculos/


  

FREE CULTURE & INTERNET DEFENSE 

NORMALISATION OF THE OXCARS [2008-2013]
The greatest free culture show of all times
Each edition shows the most innovative work done that 
contributes to the affirmation of a culture and 
philosophy adapted to sharing and the digital era, as 
well as the use of the Internet as a tool for improving 

justice and the quality of democracy.
http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/the-oxcars/  

Video “The Best of the Oxcars”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxEtAkRnI5c

http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/the-oxcars/


  

FREE CULTURE & INTERNET DEFENSE 

MOLINA PÍRATE [2009]
http://xnet-x.net/molina-pirate
Campaign against an agreement promoted 
by the Spanish Minister of Culture - Cesar 
Antonio Molina - that would give private 

Internet providers control of citizen’s use of their ADSL connections, favouring 
multinational communication business and collection societies.
The public response to the agreement promoted Minister Molina’s removal from 
office.

Video: https://vimeo.com/3923179 

https://vimeo.com/3923179


  

FREE CULTURE & INTERNET DEFENSE 

RED SOS-TENIBLE [2010-2011]
http://red-sostenible.net/ 
A citizen platform, made up by collectives, associations and 
individuals coordinating to struggle against the Sinde Law 
and in defence of the Network Neutrality and transparency. 

Through this network, actions against ACTA are also coordinated.

SINDE PÍRATE [2010]
http://xnet-x.net/sinde-pirate 
Against the following Minister of Culture - Angeles Gonzalez-
Sinde - and the so-called "Sinde Law", that typified the 
criminalization of downloads and the obtaining of profits 
and privileges for telecommunications companies. 

Popular pressure through the Internet halted its approval during PSOE’s 
government.

http://red-sostenible.net/
http://xnet-x.net/sinde-pirate


  

 FREE CULTURE & INTERNET DEFENSE 

BLACKOUT EUROPE in the Spanish state [2009]
http://xnet-x.net/blackout-europe 
Campaign for the European elections of June 6th 2009: "we will 
not vote for parties that want to sell our right of access to the 
Internet to private interests."

STOP ACTA in the Spanish state [2010]
http://xnet-x.net/stop-acta 
ACTA was another offense against culture's circulation on the 
Internet. Negotiated by a small "club" of countries with the 
same opinions instead of being democratically debated. ACTA 
bypassed parliaments and international organisations to dictate 

a repressive logic for the entertainment industries.
ACTA was rejected in the European Parliament on July 4th 2012.

http://xnet-x.net/blackout-europe
http://xnet-x.net/stop-acta


  

FREE CULTURE & INTERNET DEFENSE 

D-EVOLUTION SUMMIT [March 21st-23rd 2010]
http://d-evolution.fcforum.net/ 
Simultaneous action to the summit of the 27 EU Ministers of 
Culture and their encounter with the European Forum for 
Cultural Industries in Barcelona. It was conceived as a real-
time chronic of what was going on and a lobbying action. 

It achieved to substantially modify the content of the green book proposed by 
the European Commission.
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yz9NPuMnfo  

INTERNET WON'T BE ANOTHER TV [2010] 
http://internetnoseraotratv.net/

http://d-evolution.fcforum.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yz9NPuMnfo


  

PUBLICATIONS

The result of the work developed by Xnet members in different areas of 
action, has been part of various publications. 
http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/publications/
http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/research-conferences-and-courses/



  

FREE CULTURE & INTERNET DEFENSE 
Sustainability for the Digital age



  

TRAINING IN ONLINE ACTION
Radical Community Manager

Intensive training courses on digital tools and strategies, social 
networks and campaign design for organised citizens. 
http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/training-in-online-action/ 

How to go deep into the Internet as a battlefield and how to gain 
the abilities to organise and amplify our actions, taking 
advantage of the synergies of the networked society.

http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/training-in-online-action/


  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY 
& THE STRUGGLE AGAINST 
CORRUPTION



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
[2011 – present day]

     NOT VERTICAL
   NOT HORIZONTAL
      NETWORKED

DISMANTLE:
➢ Put an end corruption to implement a networked democracy

BUILD:
➢ Information transparency
➢ Disintermediation of citizen action
➢ Citizen control of institutions



  

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CORRUPTION
THE END OF IMPUNITY

[2012-present day]

http://xnet-x.net/en/fight-against-corruption-guide



  

BUZÓNX – The Xmailbox
CITIZEN LEAKS AGAINST CORRUPTION

The BuzónX device is a channel created 
for safely connecting citizens with 
evidence of corruption to journalists 
and legal experts.

http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/xmailbox-leaks-against-corruption/
 

Developed from the lessons learnt from Wikileaks and working on scaling-up 
at local and analogical levels, BuzónX has now dozens of cases on which the 
team are working on to give legal and media outcomes. In parallel, Xnet gives 
training for citizens active on the matter of fighting corruption. 



  

CASES UNCOVERED THROUGH BUZÓNX
TO THE DATE

➢ Blesa’s emails reach the public opinion - Report & interview: #BuzónX, citizens against 
corruption. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX_f61o7WNk  (video English captions)

➢ How Caja Madrid’s Black Cards’ scandal was uncovered
http://www.publico.es/internacional/herederos-assange-dan-caza-rato.html 

➢ A judge investigates another corruption plot concerning the Catalan AVE
http://www.elperiodico.com/es/noticias/sociedad/juez-indaga-otra-trama-corrupta-del-av
e-catalan-portada-periodico-catalunya-3771733

➢ Minister Luis de Guindos’ role in #LuxLeaks
http://xnet-x.net/de-guindos-en-luxleaks 

➢ Son Espases Hospital Case and the involvement of Bárcenas (PP's ex-treasurer) in the 
alleged illegal financing of the Balearic PP.
 http://www.elmundo.es/baleares/2014/11/05/545a264e22601d75398b458d.html   

➢ A change of materials to reduce costs causes toxic leaks in Menorca’s municipal dump 
https://directa.cat/actualitat/un-canvi-de-materials-abaratir-costos-hauria-provocat-filtr
acions-toxiques-labocador-de

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX_f61o7WNk
http://www.publico.es/internacional/herederos-assange-dan-caza-rato.html
http://www.elperiodico.com/es/noticias/sociedad/juez-indaga-otra-trama-corrupta-del-ave-catalan-portada-periodico-catalunya-3771733
http://www.elperiodico.com/es/noticias/sociedad/juez-indaga-otra-trama-corrupta-del-ave-catalan-portada-periodico-catalunya-3771733
http://xnet-x.net/de-guindos-en-luxleaks
http://www.elmundo.es/baleares/2014/11/05/545a264e22601d75398b458d.html
https://directa.cat/actualitat/un-canvi-de-materials-abaratir-costos-hauria-provocat-filtracions-toxiques-labocador-de
https://directa.cat/actualitat/un-canvi-de-materials-abaratir-costos-hauria-provocat-filtracions-toxiques-labocador-de


  

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CORRUPTION
15MPARATO: THE END TO IMPUNITY TO PERSUE THE SPANISH ECONOMIC & 

POLITICAL ELITES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CRISIS
[May 15th 2012 – present day]

It has succeeded in taking to court over 100 politicians 
and bankers with bails of more than 800 million euros. 
https://15mparato.wordpress.com/

A communication guerrilla device planned to pursue 
those politically and economically responsible for the 
crisis, acting against the impunity of the Spanish elites. 
An ethical and strategic goal was chosen: the former 

Spanish First Deputy Prime Minister and former managing director of the IMF - 
Rodrigo Rato - and his accomplices.

It collects and shares information that any citizen may have on Bankia and Rato, 
providing key evidence for the lawsuit. It is getting closer & closer to the 
objective for which it was created: to rescue the citizens with money they stole 
from us.



  

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CORRUPTION

Bankia is the biggest hole. The hole sine qua non of the Spanish 
economy, of the great crisis of the Spanish economy.



  

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CORRUPTION

15MpaRato gathers through Crowdfunding, from an anonymous device and 
within hours, the 20,000 euros needed to file the lawsuit.
Considered the first political crowdfunding ever launched.



  

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CORRUPTION
15MPARATO: THE BLACK CARDS “Uncovered one of the biggest political & 
economical corruption scandal in the Spanish state's democratic history”

September 2014: 8000 emails of Caja Madrid's managing board (later Bankia) are 
brought to light thanks to an anonymous citizen leak to our BuzónX  
http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/xmailbox-leaks-against-corruption/
with the collaboration of the X Party's Anticorruption Commission. 
http://partidox.org/anti-corruption-commission/ 

The emails revealed the use of Black Visa credit cards by Caja Madrid's advisors 
to buy allegiances: of individuals, parties, unions and, ultimately, the government 
and the opposition.

http://15mparato.wordpress.com/2014/10/04/como-salieron-a-la-luz-las-tarjetas-negras-de-caja-madrid/

http://xnet-x.net/en/get-in-touch-for/xmailbox-leaks-against-corruption/
http://partidox.org/anti-corruption-commission/


  

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CORRUPTION
15MPARATO: VICTORIES

It has been the constant presence and work of vigilant citizens - providing key 
evidence and making information reach the media and public opinion - that has 
unlocked the case and forced the progress of justice.

➢ After 2 years of litigation, over 100 politicians and bankers have been taken to 
court. All thanks to citizen collaboration and leaks. 
https://15mparato.wordpress.com/2015/01/28/imputados-tarjetas-black/

➢ It has proved that Bankia' flotation was a huge scam as well as the preferred 
shares scandal. With the evidence presented to justice, it succeeded in helping 
thousands of small scammed savers recover their money. 
https://15mparato.wordpress.com/2014/12/04/mintieron-salida-bolsa-bankia-
demostrado/

➢ A bail of 800 million Euros has been imposed to the IMF's former president 
Rodrigo Rato and his accomplices, amongst them the banker Miguel Blesa. They 
have had to face with their patrimony two of the most substantial personal bails in 
the history of Spain and they are losing all their privileges.
https://15mparato.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/fianza-rato-conseguido-800-millones/



  

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CORRUPTION
CATALONIA'S WORKING GROUP AGAINST CORRUPTION 

[2014 - present day]
“We are responsible citizens. Did you think we were going to stand still watching?”

It gathers leading people and organisations active in 
the fight against corruption in Catalonia. Because 
governments entrenched behind penal codes and laws 
designed to punish those who fight and facilitate the 
impunity of those corrupt, can be defeated with the 
collective use of our right to know and to report. 
http://xnet-x.net/en/anticorruption-working-group-catalonia

➢ They have taken the lead in the "Pujol Case" Parliamentary investigatory 
commission. http://xnet-x.net/caso-pujol-grup-anticorrupcio-primer-round 

➢ They achieve a parliamentary motion to make the Catalan Government stand 
as private prosecutor against Princess Cristina and her husband for tax fraud 
in the "Nóos Case". http://xnet-x.net/hacienda-somos-todos-enmienda



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
NEITHER VERTICAL NOR HORIZONTAL, AS A NETWORK OF SKILLED NODES

[2013 - present day]

The Citizens' Network X Party is a citizen lobby group, 
articulated as a network and specialized on the topic of 
democracy. It is based on the distribution of control over 
the government through multiple channels of collaboration, 
monitoring, participation and decision making based on 

methodological guidelines, rather than ideological ones. http://partidox.org/en/  

Born anonymous on January 1st 2013 (against the cult of personalities), it 
remained so for 10 months with extreme efficiency, achieving over 100,000 votes 
in 2015 EP elections.
http://partidox.org/2014-journey-into-spanish-electoral-system/ 

This device is the first and only that has given answers to the critical issues raised 
by 15M’s philosophy on the electoral field, addressing and finding solutions to the 
vertical/horizontal & effectiveness/democracy dichotomies that new electoral 
devices have not resolved. 

http://partidox.org/en/
http://partidox.org/2014-journey-into-spanish-electoral-system/


  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: I+D+X 

WE ARE A SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY FOR A REAL DEMOCRACY

➢ Transparency, citizen control of the institutions.

➢ Participation & Responsibility against clicktivism.

➢ Tools and collaborative program, not a participation simulation. 

➢ Truly open lists, not a circus of the famous. 

➢ Technopolitics to renew the mechanisms of media-political dependence.



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: 

“If you want something different, do something really different.”
http://partidox.org/method/

Justice, democracy and responsibility. It is not ideology; it is methodology.
Work and logic.

Function as the scientific community: reserved research, all results open.ujh
Does ideology exist? Yes, every one has their own, in their heart.

Make democracy operative.
It is not a union, it is federated skills.

The political meeting occurs in concrete things done, not within an ideological union.
It is not forever; the terms are driven by concrete action.

      Democracy is not making comments. Neither an online survey. Democracy is organising our potential from our differences.

The devil is in the details. The lack of detail is simply demagogy.

   We never start from scratch. All the ingredients are already there.
We cook with what we have, not with what we would want to have.

Who proposes it, does it.
   Neither vertical structures that oppress us, nor horizontal structures that paralyse. We work as a network.

Participation implies responsibility.
     To state an opinion without acting doesn't change reality.

   Democracy is not thinking all alike, that's monolithic thinking. It is about learning to live with our differences.
Sequenced participation.

    The decisions are weighted, not polarised by voting "yes" - "no"; "like" - "do not like". Polarisation favours those who want us confronted.
Reduce dissent and increase consensus through information. Having knowledge enables us to decide.



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY:

 “If you want something different, do something really different.”
http://partidox.org/method/

    A diverse and rapidly growing network, yet robust and synchronised (without thousands of confronted “Taifa kingdoms”).
Examples, not opinions.

    The old parties are open to affiliation; networks organise through affinity and action.
Being informed is also a way of acting. Create channels for concrete action.

To support is to be on guard.
To organise, we respect the 1-9-90 theory.

Need => Solution => Surveillance.
Just DEMOCRACY.

Adult and sovereign citizens. Institutions under citizen control.
  A nonpartisan party. Radical Democracy.

Mark the political agenda.
Never mention how bad everything is. Rigorous work VS posts.

From the anonymous meeting to the non-meeting.
Be radical, ask for what is possible.
      Antidotes against “nodism”, “trollism”, “forism” and “lobbism”.

   Weighted open lists.
Transparent funding. Yes, transparent.

  Incredible, we published our bills. Transparency with invoices instead of with drawings.
The end of privileges for elected representatives. Without demagogy, with arithmetic.



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: METHOD & ROADMAP 

FOR 21st CENTURY DEMOCRACY
With a true democracy, citizens will have a say and control 

over decisions that affect us.

http://partidox.org/pdf/manual-de-uso-integro.pdf



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: JUST DEMOCRACY

Real power must be in the hands of citizens, based on 
the distribution of control over the government through 
multiple channels of collaboration, monitoring, 
participation and decision making.

The X Party as a solutions' catalyst to enhance and 
make the most of knowledge already built in civil 

society. http://partidox.org/pdf/democracia-y-punto.pdf

Sequenced participation federating skills. We never start from scratch. Now 
that information and communication technologies allow it, it's time to include 
in governance forms, society's abilities to improve their institutions and laws.

Not everyone has to be competent in everything, but everyone should have 
access to information to monitor what others are doing in areas relevant to 
their lives. 



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: JUST DEMOCRACY

4 MECHANISMS
TO RECOVER 
CITIZEN SOVEREIGNTY

➢ Transparency in public management: Citizen knowledge of all decisions and processes, 
data and circumstances involved in the decision making process.

➢ Governments under citizen control (Wikigovernment) and Citizen Legislative Power 
(Wikilegislation): Citizen participation in managing common affairs and lawmaking, in a 
collaborative and transparent manner.

➢ Real and permanent right to Vote: Recover and exercise sovereignty by voting whenever 
we consider necessary. No blank checks every 4 years.

➢ Binding Referendum: in cases of great significance, as structural changes in laws, or if the 
government does not address essential issues for citizens.



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: DEVELOPMENT OF COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMS & AGAINST 

CLICKTIVISM IN THE NETWORK AGE

We should not start from scratch. It would be absurd given the immense work 
already done by civil society. We believe in expert citizen knowledge; elected, 
monitored and amended by citizens to defend their interests.

     PRIORITIZATION AMENDMENT



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: TRULY OPEN LISTS

It is not about changing faces, it is about changing the way of doing things.

Method for creating open citizen lists, not as a popularity competition, but 
designed to find competent, prepared, honest and able people to defend our 
interests. http://partidox.org/method-to-create-open-lists/

http://partidox.org/metodo-listas-abiertas/



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: TRANSPARENCY - CLEAR ACCOUNTS

The X Party is the 1st party that has posted their receipts in a way they can be 
understood and their accounts can be fully traced. After, many have imitated 
this and now no one can avoid doing so.
http://partidox.org/cuentas-claras/



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: HOW DOES IT WORK?

http://partidox.org/how-does-it-work/

FEDERATION OF SKILLS & WEIGHTING

Neither vertical nor horizontal; networked and federating skills. Favouring the 
implication of the people and equating participation and responsibility.

Decision making and responsibilities weighted according to criteria:

- Implication - Rigour with the common objectives
- Proven competence - Peer recognition
- Seniority - Respect for the working method

http://partidox.org/how-does-it-work/


  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
THE X PARTY: ORGANISATION & EFFICIENCY 90-9-1

For a truly democratic - open but operating - structure, participation intensities 
are balanced. The same occurs in different aspects of life, according to the 90-9-
1 theory. In some cases we will be 90% spectator, in others 9% that actively 
supports and other times we will be the 1% pulling cart. 



  

NETWORKED DEMOCRACY
Game over: 

Let's use our vote so their numbers don't work out.
[2011]

The origins: AritmÉtica20N
An experience preceding the X Party: the successful 
campaign AritmÉtica20N (600,000 visits in 5 
days). It proposed an alternative to abstention: 
active strategic participation as a protest 
with a destituent goal.

https://aritmetica20n.wordpress.com/

To keep them busy negotiating pacts among themselves, while we continue 
with our r-Evolution towards new forms of democracy and governance.
➢ So far they have been lucky. We were not playing on their terrain. But now 

we have the opportunity and the strength to do so.
➢ Let's vote massively. 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7SdXlwOgYk

https://aritmetica20n.wordpress.com/


  

XNET IN THE 15M
BE RADICAL, ASK FOR THE POSSIBLE

[May 15th 2011]
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